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Comments Stories of coffee costing more than your car are common in conversations about Scandinavia. But
while vacationing here will never be as cheap as a Bulgarian backpacking jaunt, there are ways to keep your
costs down â€” even in Oslo. Norway-based travel blogger Andy Higgs has several budget-stretching tips for
visitors to the capital: But his main advice is to leave. Alesund is beautiful and less touristy than Bergen, while
Trondheim [his hometown] is a wonderfully laid-back city easily reachable via budget airlines. Free sights
include churches, Amalienborg castle, Freetown Christiania and the waterfront Nyhavn area," Risager says.
She also recommends exploring further afield. Her resource-packed site recently added a handy list of 50 free
things to do in the capital , from gratis tours to lesser-known museums. Story continues below advertisement
Story continues below advertisement But sleepover costs, she admits, can shrink your savings â€” unless you
choose wisely. They include a wonderful breakfast and have free gyms and WiFi," she says, adding quirky
floating "botels" such as Red Boat Malaren and the MS Rygerfjord to her valued-added Stockholm
suggestions. She also recommends escaping the capital. You leave on Friday, return on Sunday morning and
have a full Saturday in-country. Tickets for these are cheaper than a fancy dinner in Stockholm. Driving can
be convenient, but the tolls really add up, so weigh your transport options carefully. CarolineClapham Plan
ahead for sticker shock on everything especially Norway! Also, carry snacks to avoid ridiculously priced food
in remote areas. Also, shop at the local markets. See this link for information on this and some budget other
ideas for Sweden. MikeMacEacheran I lived in Helsinki for a year when I was a student and had loads of low
budget tips! Is it really worth it and what is there to do? This version has been corrected. Follow me on
Twitter:
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Trips to Europe for Young Adults Whether touring frozen fjords or bustling metropolises, packing for a trip to
Sweden requires significant thought and preparation. The items you bring vary based on the time of year and
the areas you plan to visit. Swedish Weather The capital city of Stockholm, Sweden, gets 22 inches of rain
annually. Prepare by bringing a waterproof rain coat, rain boots and a small umbrella. Stockholm receives the
greatest rainfall between the months of July and September, so pack a light waterproof jacket even in the
summer. Visiting Northern Sweden requires gloves, hats, scarves, snow pants and parkas. For added
protection include ear muffs, ski masks and hand warmers. Appropriate Attire Informality is appropriate in
most venues. For example, Swedish restaurants rarely enforce strict dress codes. While few specify a dress
code, pack appropriate attire for visiting places of worship. As a sign of respect, avoid wearing items like tank
tops , low-cut blouses or short shorts or skirts. Pack pants, cardigan sweaters to cover exposed arms and skirts
that end at or below the knee. To avoid injury, leave high-heeled shoes at home. Instead, pack sturdy shoes
with soles made from slip-resistant material like rubber. Pack a money belt that you strap under your clothing
and directly to your body. For Your Convenience Download the U. During those same months in Stockholm,
the sun sets as late as 10 p. Tourists should also carry Swedish coins, known as ore and Kronors, as some
public facilities, such as toilets, require coins for use. Rugged Travel Essentials Pack all of your belongings in
a rolling backpack with wheels and a telescoping handle. When used as a suitcase, the wheels and handles
help travelers maneuver from city to city with ease, particularly when racing from one train station to another.
Sweden-bound campers should include items like bug spray, a first aid kit, sunblock and lip balm in the
backpack.
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Download PDF Day 1: Many travellers opt to take the express train to Oslo Central Station, located close to
your hotel. For those arriving early, we recommend spending the afternoon walking around and discovering
the city. This is the perfect occasion to get acquainted with your fellow travel companions for the next 9 days.
Tonight, you dine on your own, before or after the drink meet up. We recommend strolling down to the Aker
Brygge harbour, where there are many restaurants to choose from for dinner. Attractions Attractions
Attractions Accommodation details Day 2: The Highlights of Oslo This morning, the group will head straight
into visiting the Norwegian capital with a local knowledgeable guide. The bus tour will take you along the
famous landmarks of the city. The highlights include the beautiful Vigeland Sculpture Park, filled with over
metal and stone artworks, the Royal Palace, Akershus fortress, and City Hall. The guide will leave you at the
Viking Ship Museum giving you time to explore the museum at your own pace. You will then have the rest of
the day to explore at your own leisure. For those who may want to do a bit more sightseeing, we can
recommend visiting the Fram museum or Kon-Tiki museum, in the same area. Tonight, you will dine on your
own in Oslo. Spend another night at the Clarion Hotel the Hub or similar. The station is only a short walk
away from your hotel. Riding the Dovre Railway will really give you a great idea of how varied the terrain and
altitude of Norway is, passing through 8km of tunnels, over the Dovre mountain plateau, and down the steep
and winding descent to the Trondheim lowlands. In the afternoon, upon your arrival in Trondheim, the group
will be transferred by bus to the medieval Nidaros Cathedral for a guided tour. This includes the Bakklandet,
an idyllic neighbourhood of Trondheim full of history and culture. After the walking tour, the group will dine
together at the hotel restaurant. Spend the night at Scandic Nidelven Hotel or similar. The group will head to
the Trondheim harbour to board a Hurtigruten cruise ship for the Norwegian Coastal Voyage. It will then set
sail along the Trondheim Fjord and past Hitra Island. In the late afternoon, the group will participate in a
guided shore excursion with other travellers from the cruise. This journey passes through some breathtaking
coastal landscapes, and you will even get a local taste along the way. You will dine with the group and other
travellers during the shore excursion. Spend the night on board the cruise ship, in a private cabin with sea
view. Tonight, you dine on your own in Bergen. The Capital of the Fjords Today you are free to explore
Bergen at your own pace. You can go for a walk into the city centre and explore in more depth the sights you
may have seen the day before. Tonight, you will dine on your own in Bergen. Attractions Accommodation
details Optional Activity Day 7: Spend the night at the Fretheim Hotel or similar. The viewing platform
extends about 30 meters from the cliffside and m above the fjords below, to offer extraordinary and unbeatable
views. There, you and the group will be treated to Viking tasting platters for lunch, and some locally brewed
beers. You have the rest of the afternoon to explore on your own or take part in an optional activity. There are
many hiking paths around for those who may want to explore nature. Spend another night at the Fretheim
Hotel or similar. At Myrdal, you will switch to a different railway line, taking you directly to Oslo. Finally,
you will reach Oslo in the afternoon. After settling in your hotel, you will gather with the group and tour
leader for one last dinner, a chance to share your favourite memories from your Norwegian tour. Spend the
night at Clarion Hotel the Hub or similar. Depending on your preferred method, you can take the Flytoget
express train from Oslo Central Station or a taxi directly from your hotel.
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The Best 7 Day Itinerary for a First-Time Visit to Norway For years I have been enticed by this bucket-list
country with the promise of majestic fjords, modern cities, and legends of Vikings and trolls. You will need
some time to see the entire country with many of the cities separated by good distances. If you are like me and
many others in corporate America, you may only have a solid week to devote to the trip before you have to
return your day job. So I recommend sticking with the Western Fjord region for your first visit, and on your
return visit, venture further north. So without furher ado, here it is â€” the best 7 day itinerary for your first
trip to Norway. Get ready to experience the cosmopolitan capital, Oslo, charming Bergen, the fairytale city of
Alesund, and quaint Geiranger, while taking in the unspoiled, magnificent scenery of the fjords. Day 1 and 2:
Plan to stay in the city center, as close to the train station as possible. This area makes for a great base to
explore the city on foot and by using Bus 30 and Tram 12 to easily get to some of the sights just outside the
center. There are quite a number of things to see during your two days in Oslo, so be sure to plan your
itinerary wisely to include these must-see sights: Read here for my day itinerary for Oslo. If you are also
interested in buying some high quality traditional souvenirs like Viking drinking cups, trolls, national dresses,
etc. There are quite a number of hotels in the immediate vicinity of the train station. This hotel is popular with
tour groups. Yes, I said 12 hours! The Flam Railway is considered one of the most scenic railways in Europe.
Everyone on board has their cameras ready! You can book your own transportation from Oslo to Bergen via
the Sognefjord, but it requires a lot of coordinating of train, ferry, and bus schedules. Most visitors book this
trip through Norway in a Nutshell for convenience and ease. For example, if there is a delay along the way,
your Norway in a Nutshell tickets will be honored for other ferries, buses, and trains, and in some instances,
additional buses or ferries will be added to accommodate you to keep you on schedule. Best of all, you can be
sure you are on the right mode of transportation at the right time! I used Porter Service AS and made the
arrangements prior to my trip via email. This service was worth every penny spent. They accept cash or credit
card, and you pay when they pick up your luggage. Bergen â€” A colorful city that serves as the gateway to
the fjords Bergen, with its young vibe and colorful historical buildings, is a nice retreat from the bustling city
of Oslo. If you are in the market for a traditional, well-made Norwegian sweater, consider a visit to the Dale of
Norway Factory Outlet and Museum in the small village of Dale pronounced Dolla , just 45 minutes by train
from Bergen. You can easily make a morning trip out to Dale and get back to Bergen in time for lunch and
still enjoy all that Bergen has to offer during the afternoon hours. You can read more about a perfect day in
Bergen, here. Everything from bars and restaurants to the train station are in close proximity to the hotel
making it super easy to get around on foot. However, just ask for a room that does not face the main walkway.
A stay here puts you in walking distance to all the sights, restaurants, and bars. Actually, the only road hazard
you may encounter might be a cow or two wandering too close to the road. You can read more driving the
roads of Norway, here. Instead, take this evening to relax and reflect as you enjoy the scenery and slow pace
of life in Geiranger. The next morning, pack up the car and then head to the harbor to take the Geirangerfjord
Sightseeing Cruise at 9: The ticket office opens at 9AM, and the 1. As soon as you get back to the shore, hit
the road. You can read more about Geiranger, here. It sits right above the harbor and the main street. Book a
room with a balcony that faces the fjord. As long as you are traveling between May and October I recommend
early September as a great time of year for this itinerary , this National Tourist Route will be open. So plan at
least 2 hours to drive to the Trollstigen with stops. Once you arrive to the Trollstigen, be sure to stop at the
scenic overlook located at the 2, foot plateau before descending down the mountain to the town of Andalsnes.
Opened in , there are two overlooks here. One will have you standing at the top of the Stigfossen Waterfall,
with the other one providing a perch high above the roadway. Both offer great picture opportunities. Plan to
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spend about 40 minutes here, as the walk to the second lookout over the roadway takes about 15 minutes.
Once you get your photos, continue down the Trollstigen. The Avis car rental drop off was in the lobby of a
hotel that sits on a hill above the train station. Try to get exact directions before you get to town. My GPS kept
taking me all over the place. Have you been to Norway? Would love to hear about your experience and
itinerary in the comments below!
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